REPORT SUMMARY

EPA as Overlord of U.S. Electric Power*

by Kathleen Hartnett White

Overview

“[EPA’s Clean Power Plan] has the potential to comprehensively reorder the jurisdictional relationship between the federal government and states as it relates to the regulation of public utilities and energy development. … [States] will have entered a comprehensive ‘mother-may-I?’ relationship with EPA that has never before existed.” Commissioner Tony Clark, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission.¹

On June 2, 2014 the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) proposed re-engineering our nation’s system of electric generation through its proposed rule: “Carbon Pollution Guidelines for Electric Generating Units.”² The rule would impose a mandatory national goal to reduce CO₂ from existing electric generation 30 percent from 2005 levels by 2030. Now commonly called EPA’s “Clean Power Plan” (CPP), the rule would usurp long- upheld state authority over electric utilities to impose federally centralized low-carbon operation of the nation’s electric power system. In this action, EPA has vastly expanded its authority to reduce polluting emissions at individual industrial facilities on a scale that would be unrecognizable by the Congress that enacted the Clean Air Act.

The magnitude of what EPA now champions as a flexible, common sense program to reduce CO₂ from the electric power sector has escaped most commentators and many policy makers.

The U.S. Congress has repeatedly considered, but always rejected, new law to control greenhouse gases (ghg). Undeterred, EPA has handily arrogated this authority under the existing Clean Air Act (CAA). Since EPA’s Endangerment Finding in 2009 that ghg are harmful pollutants within the legal scope of the CAA, EPA has promulgated at least six rules for ghg that constitute the largest expansion of regulatory authority in the history of the CAA.³

Key Points

- EPA’s recently proposed Clean Power Plan would require a 30 percent reduction in greenhouse gas emissions from the electrical sector by 2030.
- EPA’s proposed rule goes far beyond its legal authority, coercing states into dictating fuel mix according to federal criteria.
- Texas would be burdened far more than any other state and compliance with the Clean Power Plan mandates would require extensive changes in Texas law, including a re-regulation of Texas’ competitive electrical market.
- U.S. Congress needs to set clear limits to EPA’s authority in new law.

By means of redefining a single word, EPA obliterates a fundamental statutory limit to its regulatory reach. The law authorizes EPA to establish emission standards that apply to the individual physical power plants which generate the emissions. And the maximal standard EPA can impose is limited by the following rubric in law: “the degree of emission limitation achievable through the application of the best system of emission reduction” which (taking into account the cost of achieving such reduction and any non-air quality health and environmental impact and energy require-

*The full report will be published in the coming weeks and will be available at www.TexasPolicy.com.
ments) the Administrator determines has been adequately demonstrated.”

EPA’s new CO₂ rule, however, reinterprets the word “system” to mean not pollution control technologies like scrubbers, but the nation’s system of generating and dispatching electricity. Thus with a slight turn of phrase, EPA has laid claim to determining what is the ‘best system of electric generation’ for the country. For EPA, the best system of generation is low to zero carbon.

So understood, EPA seizes a sweeping economic power to control the means of production of electricity: fuel, generating system, dispatch, transmission and consumption. EPA’s master plan envisions little to no coal, a 70 percent utilization rate for existing natural gas plants, 20 percent generation from renewables or nuclear, and 10 percent less demand for electricity. Unlike cap and trade schemes or a carbon tax, EPA’s CPP carries the coercive force of the CAA measures that are enforceable, verifiable, and quantifiable. This single rule impacts every business and home. What economic sector could be more important to all other sectors than electric power?

### Overview of EPA’s Clean Power Plan

- **Beyond Best System of Emission Reduction to EPA Preferred Best System of Electric Generation**
- **Standards of Performance for Existing Electric Generating Units- CAA Section 111(d)**
- **EPA assigns state-specific standards as: Annual average CO2 per Megawatt hour of electric generation**
- **State Implementation Plans Based on EPA Stipulated Building Blocks**
- **Building Blocks = EPA Determination of Best System of Emission Reduction (BSER)**
  - BSER Building Block 1 – 6 % efficiency improvement at coal-fired power plants (inside the fence).
  - BSER Building Block 2 – Switch from coal to natural gas – 70% of generation
  - BSER Building Block 3 – New Renewable - 13% of generation/TX- 20%
  - BSER Building Block 4 – Demand-side Energy Efficiency- 9.9% cumulative average “savings” 2030.

Note: Blocks 2, 3, and 4 are “outside the fence” of the power plant.
der the CAA. Aspirational goals, the CO\textsubscript{2} “performance goals” are not.

Individual state standards vary widely but EPA imposes a far heavier regulatory burden on Texas than any other state. The standard mandates that Texas achieves 18 percent of the nation-wide CO\textsubscript{2} reduction. EPA’s model, through which the rule was designed, finds that Texas would need to eliminate over 50 percent of current coal-fired generation, expand utilization of natural gas combined cycle generation to 70 percent of total capacity, increase renewable generation by over 150 percent, and cumulatively reduce the projected consumption of electricity by 9.9 percent, all by 2030.

Texas’ Disproportionate Burden
Texas would be far more disproportionately impacted by the CPP than any other state. Yet, EPA did not even hold one of its four field hearings on the proposed rule in Texas. The obligation imposed on Texas is almost two times the next two states combined (Florida and Louisiana). Texas generates approximately 11 percent of the country’s electricity but is obligated to achieve over 18 percent of EPA’s national goal to reduce CO\textsubscript{2} from the nation’s electrical sector by 30 percent. If considered on the basis of the volume of electricity generated, EPA imposes on Texas a regulatory obligation two-times its proportionate share of required emissions reduction. Texas is not—as has been frequently labeled—“the nation’s worst CO\textsubscript{2} polluter.” While the volume of CO\textsubscript{2} emitted from Texas power plants is higher than other states, Texas plants have a combined lower emission rate of CO\textsubscript{2} than 32 other states.

Texas’ current average CO\textsubscript{2} emission rate is 1,284 lbs. CO\textsubscript{2}/MWh-yr. As proposed in the rule, EPA’s enforceable performance goal for TX is 791 lbs. CO\textsubscript{2}/MWh-yr. This translates to reducing the carbon intensity of Texas’ electric generation by 39 percent. See Table 1.

Note that this mandatory standard is significantly lower than the carbon intensity of generation from combined cycle natural gas plants—promoted by EPA as the most viable alternative to coal-fired generation. Thus, if Texas relied on combined cycle natural gas plants to meet 100 percent of demand, Texas still would exceed EPA’s standard. EPA’s CPP assumes a massive deployment of new renewables in addition to massive shift from coal to natural gas combined cycle. See Table 2.

According to EPA’s modeling, the compulsory goal for Texas translates to a 42 percent overall reduction of CO\textsubscript{2} emissions and an elimination of over 50 percent of coal-fired generation. Forced fuel switching from coal to natural gas of this magnitude would involve closure of at least 19 of the coal-fired electric generating units in this state by EPA’s calculations. EPA lists 25 coal units in Texas predicted to close by 2020 as result of all the EPA rules. Risk of forced closure as a result of the CPP rule may lead companies to shutter additional coal plants now, rather than make the billion-dollar expenditures needed to comply with EPA’s many new rules for conventional pollutants, such as mercury and ozone, effective within the next few years.

---

### Table 1: EPA’s Performance Standard: Average Amount of CO\textsubscript{2} Emission per MWh of Electricity/year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EPA Mandate for Texas</td>
<td>18% of National Goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX Current Rate in CO\textsubscript{2} lbs./MWh</td>
<td>1,284 lbs./MWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX EPA Performance Standard</td>
<td>791 lbs./MWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX Interim Standard (2020)</td>
<td>853 CO\textsubscript{2} lbs./MWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPA Model</td>
<td>Texas 39% Reduction of CO\textsubscript{2} from Electric Power Sector</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2: Carbon Intensity Rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>CO\textsubscript{2} Intensity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EPA Mandate for TX</td>
<td>791 lb. CO\textsubscript{2}/MWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current TX</td>
<td>1,284 lb. CO\textsubscript{2}/MWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined Cycle Natural Gas</td>
<td>1,000 lb. CO\textsubscript{2}/MWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Coal EPA Mandate</td>
<td>1,100 lb. CO\textsubscript{2}/MWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Advanced Coal</td>
<td>1,800 lb. CO\textsubscript{2}/MWh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Nationally, electric generators already anticipate the loss of 15 gigawatts (GW) of electric power in the next few years as a result of inability to comply with EPA’s rule to control mercury adopted in 2012. By EPA’s own estimate, the mercury rule has an annual compliance cost of $9.6 billion. Industry estimates of compliance costs are much higher. The proposed CPP and expected new Ozone standard will substantially exceed the costs of the mercury rule.

In total, EPA assumes that a total 119 GW of coal-fired generation will shut down from 2010-2020 as a result of EPA rules. According to the Energy Information Administration, the total U.S. Electric Generating Capacity is 1032 GW as of 2012. It is difficult to imagine that the loss of as much as 11 GW of base load power would not risk reliability and grid safety in large swaths of the country heavily dependent on coal.

Conclusion
EPA’s CPP is doubly ultra vires: beyond the powers granted in federal and state law. That the federal courts could possibly uphold EPA’s power plan rule under the terms of the CAA is difficult to imagine. The proposed rule’s performance standards and control measures reflect no consideration of cost, demonstrated achievability or electric reliability. Theoretical feasibility on paper becomes the operative principle to establish the mandatory performance standard.

Under the CAA, EPA is authorized to regulate pollutants at the physical source of the emissions from individual industrial facilities—commonly described as “inside the fence” of the power plant. Yet, the core measures in EPA’s proposed CPP require wide-ranging actions “outside the fence” extending—state by state—to the entire national system of electric generation. Once EPA asserts authority beyond the source “inside the fence,” EPA’s power to compel lacks a limiting principle under the law.

EPA has acknowledged that the next CO2 regulations will be performance standards for existing refineries and other industrial categories. If EPA’s CPP scheme is a precursor of low-carbon performance standards for existing industrial sources, imagine what a CO2 standard for oil refineries might look like. Building block 1 would be an infeasible standard for efficiency of the plant’s operation. Building block 2 would require displacing oil refining with compressing natural gas for transportation fuel. Building block 3 would require 85 percent ethanol for liquid fuel blends. Building block 4 would...
require demand side reductions in the form of maximum limits for vehicles miles traveled.

The predicted mess has arrived and it is an inglorious mess. The Clean Air Act is not an appropriate vehicle for regulation of CO₂ unless maximizing federal control of the economy is the goal. Longtime chairman of the U.S. Energy and Commerce Committee—and an author of the original CAA, John Dingell, predicted what a “glorious mess” would arise from EPA’s effort to regulate CO₂ under the CAA. Congressman Dingell well understands that the statutory architecture of this law was never intended for controlling CO₂—a natural, harmless and ubiquitous gas wholly unlike the conventional pollutants for which the CAA was designed.

Congress considered but ultimately rejected alternative ways to limit CO₂, including EPA regulation under the CAA, a carbon tax, a federal Renewable Portfolio Standard, or a trading scheme typically called cap and trade. Many recent descriptions of the clean power rule as an EPA-enacted cap and trade scheme miss the distinctive marks of the CAA. The regulatory mechanisms available in the CAA are more onerous, prescriptive and enforceable in the Soviet top-down style than trading or taxing schemes. As early as 1988, a founding trustee of the Environmental Defense Fund noted, “The EPA’s regulation has grown to the point where it amounts to nothing less than a massive effort of Soviet-style planning of the economy to achieve environmental benefits.”

The breadth and depth of EPA’s foray “outside the fence” to mandate dispatch of electricity based on carbon content rather than cost and safety indeed amounts to reckless federal engineering at the nerve center of electric power. Yet, the CAA is devoid of a single provision that deputizes EPA as federal architect and enforcer of centralized energy planning.

The regulatory overreach of EPA’s Clean Power Plan calls to the mind the words of Supreme Court Justice Scalia in his majority opinion on an earlier, more light-handed ghg regulation known as “Tailoring Rule.” In ruling against EPA’s blatant re-write of the black letter terms of the CAA, the Court took exceptional note of the “enormous and transformative expansion in EPA’s regulatory authority without congressional authorization.” Justice Scalia noted:
When an agency claims to discover in a long-extant statute an unheralded power to regulate a significant portion of the American economy, we typically greet its announcement with a measure of skepticism. We expect Congress to speak clearly if it wishes to assign to an agency decisions of vast economic and political significance.  

Federally stipulated and enforced control of generation, dispatch, transmission and consumption of electricity is, as Justice Scalia put it, “an agency decision of vast economic and political significance.” Electric power may be characterized as a single industrial sector within the Standard Industrial Code but the price and reliability of electricity affect every enterprise and individual life.

Justice Scalia’s rhetorical rebuke of EPA’s overreach is notably strong. The Supreme Court’s decision on the “Tailoring Rule,” however, did not vacate the rule in entirety nor undermine EPA’s claimed authority to regulate ghg—an authority that Congress declined to delegate but EPA nonetheless arrogated through the Endangerment Finding of 2009.

This vast expansion of EPA’s powers never contemplated by Congress may seem a likely candidate for the High Court’s undoing. Judicial restraint of EPA, however, has been rare and when restraint has occurred, it has been mild. Until the CAA is meaningfully amended, EPA’s increasingly imperious rule over the economy is—more likely than not—to survive judicial review. The Court maintains that because Congress, in the CAA, delegated such broad decision-making authority to the EPA experts, the judiciary must defer to the legislative branch of our tri-partite constitutional structure. Clarity must come from new federal law that articulates more specific limits to what the courts now view as EPA’s discretionary regulatory authority.

EPA’s Clean Power Plan poses grave questions for state governments. Compliance with the EPA’s requirements would cede fundamental state authority over electric utilities. A state’s effort to comply with EPA’s plan would involve violating state law to comply with EPA’s rule violating federal law. State law to create new “institutional arrangements” among environmental agencies and public utility commissions reeks of federal commandeering of state powers. The timelines for rule adoption and state plan submissions are too tight to allow full judicial review before the effective date of the rule. Upon adoption, petition for emergency stay of the rule may be the wisest step forward.
In this single power plan rule, EPA has arrogated federal authority far beyond the CAA to reconfigure the entire country’s system of electric generation. Yet the intended 30 percent CO₂ reductions would have no effect on alleged global warming. If this 30 percent reduction is plugged into the official IPCC models, the benefit amounts to 0.018 degrees Celsius cooler temperatures. Predictions of warming are increasingly contradicted by physical evidence. Warming has ceased for more than 17 years.

So how does EPA justify regulation that would dismember the nation’s miraculous system of electric generation finely-tuned over the last century? EPA has offered multiple implausible justifications—but most frequently claims the rule will be an important “symbol” in upcoming climate talks to forge a binding international agreement. So this radical disruption of the nation’s system of electric power is justified because it will help seal international accords in which the U.S. cedes national sovereignty to a global overlord of energy?

Congress alone can end this inglorious mess and redress EPA’s ever-expanding scope of jurisdiction. The time is nigh for Congress to establish clear limits for EPA’s authority so that federal courts and thus states, can meaningfully restrain an agency which now knows no bounds.

---
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